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Abstract: In the present scenario, battery plays a vital role in most of 

the domestic and industrial applications as an uninterrupted power 

source for sensitive loads, storage systems, electric vehicles, etc. 

Conventional single port chargers are upgraded to multiport 

circuits in most of the battery charger applications. However, it 

faces the following problems; 1. Insufficient control over the voltage 

regulated and current shared among the multiport converters, 2. 

Transient perturbation and stability control. This paper presents a 

new hybrid control strategy for an integrated renewable energy 

load bus. It comprises of Photovoltaic (PV) and Fuel Cell (FC) 

based source side converters delivering power to the battery 

chargers connected on the load side. The hybrid control strategy 

includes; 1. Neural Network (NN) based self-adapting Proportional 

–Integral (PI) tuner for adjusting the droop resistance values in 

multiport network and current sharing among the converters, 2. 

Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) based PWM control for increased 

voltage regulation with constant current control as well. The hand 

in hand process of Neuro Adaptive Droop (NAD) - SMC takes care 

of the proper load sharing, battery charging and a rapid response 

control system with wide stable region. The proposed self-adapting 

and self-tracking technique is evaluated in Matlab/Simulink 

platform and the results were validated in real time prototypical 

hardware by implementing the control law using dSPACE-

MicrolabBox-1202. 

Keywords - Boost converter, Sliding mode controller (SMC), current 

sharing, neuro-adaptive PI, droop resistance, autonomous control. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the current scenario, the electricity consumers are in 

need of DC power supply to their equipment’s, motor loads, 

gadgets, electric vehicles, etc. One of the ultimate assets of 

energy storage is the battery, which plays an extreme role in 

electric vehicle applications. Implementation and maintenance 

of on road charging stations are the trending topics in the global 

energy market. Although, some ideologies like battery charging 

stations, battery swapping stations and fast charging stations are 

currently available, they have not yet spread widely among the 

consumers[1]. The reason behind this is lack of awareness 

among the common people, unavailability of charging stations 

at remote places, subsidiary requirement from the government, 

etc. Among the list, the unavailability of charging places at 

remote places makes the researcher to render the support from 

renewable sources like PV, FC and wind. Depending on the 

energy availability, they may be used all alone or may be in a 

combined hybrid manner. Pertaining to the hybridisation, more 

than one source converters are connected in parallel to the 

common load bus. The development of parallel converters to 

share the load and its control strategy remains prominent. The 

parallel converter requires; (i) voltage control among parallel 

converters (ii) load current sharing (iii) zero circulating current, 

(iv) self-regulating strategy during transient conditions [2]. 

Many current sharing methods like droop sharing, booster 

array, master slave, synchronous method, adaptive droop 

technique, droop index method were proposed in the literature 

[3-8]. The problems in existing methodologies are the gain 

values of the PI controllers are fixed, which fails the controller 

in responding to the sudden perturbations. Moreover, PI 

controllers are used to perform the PWM control and the droop 

resistance control as well; this makes the controller to hurdle up 

with one-on-one troublesome in quick convergence. Hence, this 

paper proposes a hybrid controller, which is designed in a loop-

in-loop approach such that, the existing problems are addressed 

effectively. 

The first and foremost plan of action is to design an 

appropriate control law for SMC to administer the PWM 

adjustments for the boost converter. On behalf of the SMC 

based boost converter; passive SMC described in [9] derives the 

small signal model of the system. Most of the nonlinear systems 

with transient dynamics are easily analyzed and controlled by 

small signal modelling. Besides it, two loop digital SMC [10], 

PWM based adaptive SMC [11], hysteresis SMC [12], 

hyperplane SMC [13], trajectory based SMC [14] are some of 

Nomenclature 
   Inductor Current 
   Capacitor Voltage 
  Duty cycle 
   Input current disturbance 
   Individual converter output resistance 

      Load Resistance 

  ( ) Error in voltage 

   ( ) Error in current 
  ( ) Voltage control signal 
  ( ) Current control signal 
       Droop resistance 
      PI gain of voltage control loop 
  

    
  PI gain of current control loop 

      Circulating current 

     Input to the hidden layer of NN 

     Input to the output layer of NN 
   Output of NN 
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the significant contribution of controlling the PWM of the boost 

converter with its state variables. The theoretical existence of 

sliding mode and its stability on the sliding plane is  analyzed in 

[15] [16]. In this paper, a trajectory based SMC is utilized to 

handle the PWM, by using the state variables of the boost 

converter. A closed loop transfer function is derived and with 

the required voltage and current reference values, the error 

values are tracked and bounded within the rated limits and 

converge it to equilibrium. 

With the aim of receiving the reference voltage for the 

SMC, the NN takes the role of reference estimator by adjusting 

the droop resistance. That is, NN adjusts the droop resistance 

value, which in turn adjusts the reference voltage of the 

individual converter, and its respective mathematical 

expressions will be derived in the forthcoming sections. Also, 

the total load current magnitude is monitored and controlled. 

Some of the NN techniques like nested order NN [17], 

approximation techniques, adaptive current control with NN 

[18], and self-tuning PI with adaptive NN [19] are elaborated in 

the literature. Similarly, some of the fast and integrated 

charging techniques are discussed in [20, 21] 

This paper considers an integrated DC power system 

having boost converters connected in parallel on the source side 

and the load side as well. The source side converters convert the 

source voltage to the load bus voltage and load side converter 

act as the charging circuit for the battery chargers. The paper 

handouts the following contributions:  

1. Integration of renewable sources to supply the battery 

charging circuits specifically to stand alone charging stations. 

2. A Centralized neuro adaptive controller is designed to update 

the droop resistance and to adjust the reference values for the 

individual parallel converters. 

3. Devised an SMC with hyperbolic sliding surface to control 

the PWM of the switches in the converter. 

The rest of the paper is organized in the following 

pattern: Section II describes the complete proposed model with 

NAD-SMC, Section III presents the ideology of SMC based 

PWM control and its respective control law is derived, Section 

IV derives the expression for NN based droop adjustments and 

Section V discuss the results of the proposed model.  

II. MULTIPHASE CONVERTERS MODELLING  

 A hybrid integrated renewable sources like PV and 

FC are connected to a common load bus, in which battery 

charging circuits are connected as the load. The output 

voltage of the solar PV and FC are managed and linked to a 

standard 24V DC voltage bus via a regulated DC-DC boost 

converter. These two renewable source side converters are 

accompanied with MPPT controller for PV and a gas valve 

control for FC. On the other hand in the load side, the 

battery charging circuits are connected through a boost or 

buck converter depending on the requirements. In this 

paper, both buck and boost conversion are considered. A 

24V to 48V boost conversion ratio is considered for a 48V / 
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Fig. 1 Schematic Block diagram of the proposed multiphase charging circuit 

Table I Nomenclature of the converters 

Parameters Solar PV Fuel cell Li-ion Battery Lead Acid Battery 

Voltage, 

Current 

and Power 

VPV 18.6V VFC 9.5V VLi 48V VBT 12V 

IPV 8.1A IFC 16.8A ILi 1.1A-2.1A IBT 1.2A-2.2A 

PPV 
150W*4 

No’s 
PFC 160W Capacity 11Ah Capacity 12Ah 

Converter 

parameters 

 

DC-DC Boost Converter DC-DC Boost Converter DC-DC Boost Converter DC-DC Buck Converter 

Output voltage VDC1 Output voltage VDC2 Output voltage VDC3 Output voltage VDC4 

Output current IDC1 Output current IDC2 Output current IDC3 Output current IDC4 

Reference voltage VDC1
’ Reference voltage VDC2

’ Reference voltage VDC3
’ Reference voltage VDC4

’ 

Reference current IDC1
’ Reference current IDC2

’ Reference current IDC3
’ Reference current IDC4

’ 

 



11Ah Li-Ion battery and a 24V to 12V buck conversion 

ratio is considered for a 12V / 12Ah Lead acid battery. The 

schematic block diagram of the proposed model is shown in 

Fig.1. The proposed work addresses the problem of sharing 

the high amplitude battery charging current with a Neuro-

based Self-Adaptive (NSA)-PI controller for current sharing 

and setting up the converter reference voltage by controlling 

the droop resistance value. Similarly, the role of SMC is to 

control the PWM for the converters on both the side (source 

and load side as well). The proposed work will accomplish 

the following steps to fulfil the above mentioned objectives: 

Step: 1 The source side boost converters voltage and 

current (VDC1, IDC1, VDC2 and IDC2) are sensed by voltage and 

current sensors respectively. The sensed signals are 

conditioned by signal conditioning units and they are sent to 

ADC of dSPACE-1202 Control Panel (CLP) and they are 

monitored in ControlDesk Platform (CDP). 

Step: 2 The load bus with a capacity of 24V / 750 watts will 

be delivering energy to the battery charging circuit(s), the 

charge controllers will be controlling the charging and 

discharging pattern of the battery via the SOC and SOH 

parameters. The load bus is capable of withstanding 31A, 

but the battery charging circuits may consume from 1.5A to 

5A as the charging current, depending on the type of 

charging adapter. 

Step: 3 The state of battery charging current requirement 

and the ongoing load current delivered by the battery are 

sensed and the estimated values are communicated to 

dSPACE-CLP as a digital input through (DIGITAL_IN). 

Step: 4 From the data received in step.2 and step.3, SMC 

will take care of controlling the PWM in all the converters 

connected to the bus. This is done by controlling the 

stability between the source side converters and the load 

side converters by adjusting the duty cycle on two switching 

states. 

Step: 5 From the data received in step.1, NSA-PI controller 

will take care of controlling the voltage regulation in 

converter-1 and converter-2 by adjusting the Rdroop values, 

such that it reduces the magnitude of circulating current. 

Step: 6 SMC will acknowledge for the stability within the 

threshold range to the master controller. In case of load 

change, the dynamics will be disturbed for a while and 

again it will be retained by SMC in a rapid time, and the 

steps will continue for next iteration. The detailed version 

of the control strategy is discussed in the following sections.  

  III. CONTROL STRATEGY 

 This section describes the methodology of the 

proposed NAD-SMC hybrid control strategy. As far as this 

paper, concerns only on the source side converters for 

delivering the rated power to the load bus by estimating the 

availability of power from PV and FC. It is to be noted that, PV 

power is fully utilized during the day time and the power 

extraction from FC is adopted only if its service is required. In 

the control process, a closed loop transfer function of the boost 

converter with state variables including parasitic components is 

derived. It is followed by a mathematical derivation of control 

law to adjust the PWM dynamically and finally, a neural 

structure with droop resistance expression as the objective 

function is formulated and linked to the control process. 

A. Small Signal Model 

The mathematical model of the boost converter with 

state variables, inductor current as    and capacitor voltage as 

   and the respective state equations can be given as follows, 
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On substitution and simplifying the circuit components, the 

state and output equations of the averaged large signal are given 

as, 
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In equilibrium condition (i.e.)    ̇       , the steady 

state output    can be derived as, 
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On multiplying and rearranging the above equation, 
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In-order to achieve the small signal model of the system ( ̂), the 

steady state quantities have to be subtracted from its averaged 

large signal model like, 
  ̂       ̂          ̂              ̂

          ̂        
(7) 

Applying (7) in (3-5) derives the final small signal expression 

of the state equation and it takes the form as,  
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Fig. 2. Boost converter including parasitic components 



The transfer function expression for the individual boost 

converter is given in (9). If the values of       and    changes, 

then the individual converter transfer function also gets varied.  

  ( )  
     (     )

  (        )     (          )       

     

  ( )  
     

  (     )    (       )       
 

     

   
 

(9) 

The above transfer function will be employed in closed loop 

operation with the inclusion of closed loop gain. Also, they are 

used by SMC in voltage regulation. 

B. Sliding mode control of PWM 

 SMC controls the duty cycle of the individual boost 

converters by handling the errors on the sliding surface (σ).  

    (          
 )+   (          

 ) (10) 

Where,    and    are the positive real sliding constant values. 

Here, the load voltage depends on the load current and load 

drop, which is given as                  . 

Where,      
  

     
 

     
       

The error values in load voltage and individual converter 

voltage are calculated to commutate the sliding surface with 

respect to time. 
    ( )        ( )      ( ) 

    ( )        ( )      ( ) 
(11) 

Hence, the sliding function is rewritten as, 
        ( )+       ( ) (12) 

The state variables of the individual converters are changed as, 
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Where, the suffix 1 and 2 indicates the converters 1 and 2 

respectively, 

Substituting (14) in (13),  

 ̇    
     ̇ ( )+   

     ̇ ( ) (14) 

The vector of the sliding surface constants are selected such that 

the sliding mode occurs around the desired reference point. 

Thus the existence condition          of the sliding surface is 

given as, 

  ̇  (  
    ( )     

    ( ))(  
    ̇ ( )     

    ̇ ( ))    (15) 

This equation defines a sliding line moving through the origin. 

The zero voltage, zero current and their respective errors are 

represented in this axis. The sliding surface cleaves the sliding 

plane into two regions. In order to force the system to track the 

sliding surface, each area has a particular switching state. 

   {
            ( )    

           ( )   
} (16) 

Thus, the duty cycle gets incremented or decremented based on 

the control signal received from the SMC. 

C. Neuro adaptive droop resistance control 

Parallel connection of boost converter with NSA-PI 

droop control for current sharing is briefed in this sub-section, 

where the droop resistance values are updated with new values 

as per the load requirement; they follow a racing algorithm with 

that of the adaptive PI values. During the parallel operation, 

unequal voltages can cause circulating current (     ) between 

the converters and its general expression is given as, 
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Equal voltage in the circuit holds a zero circulating current 

which reduces the power loss and increases the efficiency of the 

system. The deviation in output voltage can be given as,  
            

  (           ) (18) 

The voltage deviation has to be adjusted in the load voltage 

reference value in (10) by the PI controller. Hence (18) is 

updated as the output from PI controller as a control signal, 
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Similarly, the same is followed for the load current, 
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The value of      ,   
  and   

  are updated by the adaptive neural 

network algorithm given below, 

 
From the above algorithm’s decision, the updated PI controller 

gains of the respective voltage and current in (19) and (20) are 

used to adjust the reference voltage to the individual converters 

by adjusting the droop resistance, and it is given as, 

BPN - Algorithm: NN-Adaptive PI control 
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Output: Having bipolar activation function  
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The Rdroop has to be adjusted and take a new value when the 

load dynamics comes into action. This process of instantaneous 

renewal is shown in Fig.3.  

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section analyses the stability of the proposed model and 

validates the responses with simulation results. As per the 

schematic shown in Fig.1, the circuits are configured and the 

respective sensor connections are given to the dSPACE-CLP. 

By following steps discussed in the Section.II, multiphase 

topology is controlled in the dSPACE-CDP. The neural 

network algorithm elaborated in Section.III-c will be running at 

the back end in estimating the PI gains. The proposed model is 

tested for its stability under various loading conditions, as the 

battery charge controller may extract different charging current 

depending on the BMS. The performance of NN in controlling 

the duty cycle and maintaining the constant voltage under 

dynamic situation shows better performance. The load 

resistance values are dynamically changed at 0.1s, 0.2s and 0.3s 

and its respective variations are captured and its convergence 

speed for recovering to the stable state is shown in Fig.4.a. 

Similarly, the performance of NN in tracking the droop 
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 Fig.3 Adaptive Neural based PI for droop adjustments 

 
Fig. 4.a V-I curves at load side converter during transients 

 

 
Fig. 4.b V-I curves at load side converter during transients 

 

 



resistance value for adjusting the reference voltage to the SMC 

subsystem is shown in Fig.4.b.  

 

 
The target data sets for the NN training are created with various 

test cases and the respective gain values are loaded as a data set. 

The actual values of the PI gain with respect to the        

attains the target in a rapid computation. On the other hand, the 

stability of the SMC sliding on the sliding plane reaches the 

equilibrium in a quick convergence. Fig.5 shows the load bus 

voltage of 24V and the total load current of 1.75A is shared by 

the PV converter about 1A and the FC converter about 0.75A. 

 The above shown results, validates the performance of 

the proposed model on par with the stability, voltage regulation 

and current sharing under various dynamic conditions.  

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper has implemented the NN-SMC control 

strategy for controlling the voltage regulation and proper 

current sharing, with the mitigation of circulating current nearer 

to zero in a rapid time. Simulation results justify the excellent 

convergence of the stability between the converters with good 

voltage regulation. On concerning the simulation results, NAD-

SMC technique performs in an excellent manner to support the 

load in both boosting and bucking conversion process. 

Similarly, in simulation analysis the controller takes 0.1s to 

reach the reference voltage level, hence this justifies that the 

circulating current reaches zero or near to zero. However, in 

experimental results, few microamperes of circulating current 

are present during the night time and especially when the power 

is suddenly supplied to the battery. The usage of SIL / HIL 

testing of the proposed model using dSPACE can be escalated 

in any BCS or FCS, with an automated indigenous integrated 

microcontroller.  
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Fig. 5 Load bus voltage and current sharing 

 


